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A b s t r a c t 

Я » aim of presented report is to provide to the vide 
public objective information about the human factor pro
bléme encountered is ensuring the safety of nuclear power 
ststions. 



1. I n t r o d u c t i o n 

It may be today safely aaid that the use of nuclear power 
In the national economy of CseehoeloYakia is a necessity* The 
•hare of nuclear power on the overall generation of electri-
oity is assumed to smount to almoat 30% in 1990. In order to 
attain thie goal, it will be neceaaary to prepare thouaanda 
of workers in sueh domains aa operation, naintenance and re
ps ire of nuclear power stations (BTSs). It is seen that sa
tisfying this condition la not sufficient because it is slso 
necessary to provide the laic public with an objectire in
formation concerning the operational safety of BTSs. The role 
of the human factor in ensuring the safe operation of a IPS 
may be well expected to be moat important for the laic public. 

Thie report concerns the role of man in the system of 
nuclear power generation, and is divided into two topics: 

The first one concerns the human factor in ensuring the 
safe and reliable operation of HPS. It should be added that 
thla part is far from treating all the problems in full de
tail* It only outlines and explains the main problems whose 
understanding is a necessary condition for 

the second topic which studies the formstion of attitudes 
of the laic public towards the nuclear power. 

2. T h e r o l e o f t h e h u m a n f a c t o r 
i n e n s u r i n g t h e s a f e e n d 
r e l i a b l e o p e r a t i o n o f V F S s 

2.1 A radical changeover in appreciating the human factor 
in nuclear safety philosophy 

The nuclear safety philosophy originated before the intro
duction of the first IPSs Into commercial operation. Under-
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lying this philosophy is In the first :Ъе technical solution 
because it has been worked out by technical workers, while 
question associated with the human factor remained in the 
backround. In spite of its short his+ory, the philosophy has 
been modified several times (for instance, the pressure of 
the public opinion led to the introduction of reactor con
tainments and to the application of computers in the control 
of nuclear power operation). 

Latest analyses of failures and accidents of HPSs /8/, /18/, 
/25/ have shown that they have been influenced within 30-70% 
by the human factor errors in the course of designing, manu
facture, construction, operation as well as maintenance of HPSs. 

The TMI-2 HPS accident in 1979 has become not only a warning. 
but also a milestone in appreciating the human factor for 
ensuring a safe operation of NPS. Since that time we may see 
s greater Importance being attached to disciplines involving 
the humen factor - first of all ergonomics - in all critical 
regions wherein the human factor errors may endanger the HPS 
safety. Despite of the fact that "errare humsnum est" and that 
man will always involve some risk, there is no possibility 
of safe operetion of a HPS without him. A potential error of 
•en must be properly taken into consideration as early as in 
designing the power station, in order that he could become 
a guarantee of a safe operation of the UPS in question. This 
is true in spite of the high degree of automation in the 
power station. It is also necessary to ensure a high safe and 
technical level of individual components, simultaneously 
minimizing the shire of potential human failure. 
As s consequence, the requirements imposed on the human factor 
must be so stringent as those laid on technical components. 

In ergonomics there exists a broad experience obtained 
e.g. in aviation end space sciences and applicable In nuclear 
power engineering /10/, /20/, while other experience will neve 
to be derived experimentally by studying the human factor in 
a particular UPS. The analysis of the TMI-2 accident suggests 
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that the human factor has been disregarded, the main ouueea 
of the origination and development of the accident may Ъе 
summarised ae follows: 

1. Brrore in the design of HPS control room; in the 
beginning of the accident the control device aignalliséd 
a closure of the valve for feeding the at earn generators, 

while in reelitj the control device signalllaed only the 

current flowing through the solenoid of the valve /9/; this 

has been followed by almost 100 emergency signals, with no 

possibility of distinguishing among them in accordance with 

their lrtportanoe; some Important displays and CRTs have been 

situated beyond the visual angle of the operators; the 

operating range of certain instruments has been exceeded 

(because the instruments have not been dimensioned from the 

viewpoint of an accident) /18/; the accident has developed 

in such s way that the number of the warning signals has 

exceeded the capacity of the out-of-dated computer available* 

This has led to a delay (up to 2.5 hour) of the results 

provided by the printer, thus causing the results irrelevant 

for the operators /9/. 

2. Brrore in the training and preparedness of the operators; 

the operators have not possessed sufficient knowledge about the 

behaviour of the IPS in the course of an accident and, on 

aeeount of incomplete information and a lack of time they 

have not been able to carry out proper diagnosis of the ac

cident /15/t /27/» the in-deep training on the simulator has 

also lacked /8/; in spite of the fact that in 1978 the 

emergency situation was trained seven times, some workers 

have not been properly prepared /1/. 

3# Drawbacks in the organisation and control of HPS; 

the shift has not been covered by sufficient number of quali

fied persons to analyse the symptoms of the emergency situation 

and to derive adequate conclusions therefrom; there has lacked 

a shift engineer understanding the behaviour of the IPS 

under emergency conditions /в/, and correct transfer of 
information among individual shifts hes not been provided 
•s well /8/; in addition, en analysis of similar emergency 
situations on IPff in the world hat not been performed 
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(for instance, the operator on the Besnau IPS /Switzerland/ 

handled successfully in 1974 an accident having the eeme 

beginning). 

4. Errors in procedures and operating regulations; 

there hoa been found 36 cases of violating the regulation» 

(20 operating and 16 radiologic) /1/» the emergency regulations 

hare not contained Important instructions, the operating 

nomenclature has not been compatible with that on the panele, 

the procedures have overloaded the short-term memory of 

operátora, the diagrame and texts have not been unambiguous, 

and it has not been known which procedure is to be used for 

a particular situation /15/* 

A short analysis of the human factor errors which hav» had 

a decisive influence on the development of the TtCL-2 accident 
suggests s pressing need to use ergonomics in order to attain 

a higher degree of safety of BTSs. 

It may be aaid that the philosophy of nuclear safety 

assumes a character of a philosophy only now when the human-

-related data are being incorporated in a proper way into 

its system. 

2.2 The influence of the human factor on the safety of 

a nuclear device - the critical points 

Despite of failures and several accidents of BPSs there 

does not exist any conclusive argument for stopping the 

development of the nuclear power from the reason of nuclear 

safety». It is nevertheless necessary to take every effort 

and means for solving the questions associated with the 

safety of IPSa. It may be said that this is characteristic 

of ell the stages of nuclear power development, unlike other 

technical activities of the man, 

Man affects the safety of BTSs on all stages, from research 

activities up to maintenance of the HPSj the least probable 
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but simultaneously the most serious accident involving 

a .release of radioactivity into the environment is con

sidered In all assessments. Therefore we consider adequate 

feedback information among all stages as necessary. 

In the stage of designing the BPS, the results from research, 

as «ell as the experience gathered during manufacture, 

assembly, operation and maintenance are used for designing 

new HPSs and modifying existing ones in such a way as to 

make their operation safe in conformity with the state-of-

-the-art of science and technology. In designing the HPSs, 

the following points should be given adequate consideration: 

- all component parts and their assembly into systems 

of the power station; this is to be done from the point of 

view of safety regulations and technological possibilities 

of the manufacture, 

- safety and reliability of the HPS information and 

control centre, 

- the possibility of testing and maintaining the nuclear 

device, which is to be done with the aim of minimizing the 

personnel as well as radiation loading, 

- transport of nuclear equipment and its assembly on 

the site. 

The stage of manufacture involves a high-precision, 

high-quality technological operations. Professional and 

moral preparedness of the workers plays here a very Important 

role. The same may be said about the defectoscopic testing, 

which, In addition, must not be dependent on the manufacture. 

Only high-quality nuclear equipment may be accepted, which 

nay he expected to be operationally safe and reliable. 

Individual component parts are transported on the UPS site. 

The stage of construction requires a good coordination 

of all activities which involve deliveries, construction, 

assembly and testing. Moreover, these activities must be 

controlled by experienced and reliable workers. Construction 



•.Г v- HPS io followed by a demanding UČ, ting p'ogriim, 
^Hereafter follow* the commissioning of the WPS. 

Simultaneously ie completed the training of the personnel 
which started approximately In the early stage of construction. 

In the stage of operation and maintenance» a properly 
selected and trained personnel is responsible for safe and 
economic operation of the power station. The experience 
derived in the operation is fed back into research and design 
departments and to producers of nuclear equipment. 

A simplified overview of points wherein men actively 
affects the safety of nuclesr equipment and FPSs suggests 
the following stages as the most critical: 

- designing; this stage assumes a continuous flow of 
Information from all the stages mentioned hereinbefore; this 
is managed in large designing organisations and without a time 
strees. It should he noted that principal changes in design 
alternatives offer a moat advantageous economical solution 
ID spite ot the fact that they require rather expensive 
experimental procedures; corrections which are to he done 
after shut-down of the WPS are much more expensive; 

- control of the HPS; here sudden changes in the intricate 
system of the power station must he controlled Ъу a man -
the operator» 

2.3 Principal ergonomie requirements imposed on the design 
of the control room of the power station 

The control room constitutes an information and control centre 
of the UPS and it is therefore of decisive importance for safe 
and effective operation of the power station* Controlling the 
normal operation, starting and shutting down ot the reactor, 
as well as controlling the abnormal state of the NTS is per
formed by a team of operators. The action of the operator is 
the resultant of a controlled system of perceptional, intel
lectual and psychomotors activities of the humen factor, 
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and Its goal is to control the system of the UPS. This is 
subject to receiving and processing of information, and 
distinguishing "snail errors" with the aim of avoiding 
tragical ones /18/. 

Control of a UPS in the extremal (emergency) situations 
is a process so intricate that it is impossible for it to 
Ъе incorporated into the most Intricate algorithms which 
would become a part of a power station control computer 
software» That is the reason why it is necessary to take 
advantage of that strong point of the human factor (his 
capability of abstraction, generalisation and induction) 
using which man is capable to work even with incomplete 
information. In the course of the decision-making process, 
men is able to generate an alternative solution, and to 
select and put the alternative into effect. Without the 
human factor control of the UPS is not possible. 

nevertheless, man is subject to errors. This is valid es
pecially in the states of extreme stress. The extreme stress 
(load) means such a quality and measure of the requirements 
on the psychic life of an individual that he falls /21/. 
There exist essentially two stress situations in the control 
room: the first one concerns normal operation of the UPS. 
In this esse the operator follows (monitors) the values 
provided by the dials, displays end CRTs, performs simple 
interventions, works routinely. His work has a monotonie 
character which leads to s marked decrease of the activation 
of the central nervous system (CHS) which is a prerequisite 
for error-free decision-making processes; the situation may 
be denoted as a vigilant load (i.e. monitoring of rare events); 
the second situation arises suddenly: the operator hands 
over the control from the computer. Morewrer, he usually 
has more than enough information of one type, and lacks that 
of the other type. There develops a stress situation. It is 
known that there have been already elaborated some methods 
of mitigating it /27/» nevertheless it seems much more 
advantageous to focus attention to the ergonomie design of 
the control room offering an adequate loading of the operators. 
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It should Ъе added that the most frequent operations have 
:>•« least risk of failure (routine monitoring and control), 
the medium frequent ones are associated with an average degree 
of risk (using written procedures, or solving the problems, 
if any), and eventually, the least frequent operations with 
the highest degree of risk. These are the emergency situations 
which call for a diagnostics of the situation under the 
extreme load /25/. 

Let us proceed from the more general pieces of information 
to the more particular ones. The optimisation of functions 
in the system man - computer - NPS is performed on the basis 
of a detailed system analysis of the tasks of both the con» 
trolling and the controlled system of the NPS. The basic 
functions of operator and computer may be well demonstrated 
on an example of using a computer for controlling and moni
toring processes occurring in a NPS, as shown in the following 
table: 

Normal 
situation 
Emergency 
situation 

MAN COMPUTER 

MONITORING CONTROL 

CONTROL MONITORING 

The safety system controls automatically the Initial deve
lopment of abnormal phenomena. The duty of the operator consists 
in monitoring them, but he is not allowed to intervene. An inter
vention from the side of the operator is necessary in esse of 
functional failure of the automatic system /26/. Solving emer
gency situations is highly demanding on the short-term memory 
of the operator. Por this reason he takes advantage of the ex
ternal memory of the computer. This usually does not offer the 
optimum solutiona of the situations. The procedure consists 
for instance in evaluating the information by the operator, 
succeeding decision-making analysis being performed by the 
computer. Nevertheless it frequently happens that the operator 
does not want to accept the results offered by the computer 
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:>•».":* b8cav.?e h«* wents to keep hi-? п\п\ -*ivity in the 
riectai.on-making process/20/. The emergency situation is 
ь . ar"? phenomenon and, «hen it originates, the CSS of 
the operator ie initiated by a warning signal: failure of 
the operator in the first minute is assumed to be sure, 
eo that the probability P»1.0, after 5 minutes P«»0.9, 
after half an hour it decreases to PeO. 1. If the reaction 
of the operator is incorrect, the probability of another 
error in the following action is doubled /26/, It is con
sequentially desirable for the computer to control the 
development in the NPS for the first 10-20 minutes of the 
emergency situation /30/. 

The principal problem of allocating the functions 
between the operator and the computer consists in the fact 
that the operator monitors most of time the dials, displays 
and CRTs, on account of which his readiness to solve emergency 
situations decreases and, considered from the long-term 
standpoint, he progressively loses his knowledge and skills 
for controlling the processes which take place in the UPS. 
This problem has its analogy in flight-deck automation /33/. 
It is therefore necessary that the operators undergo frequent 
repeated training in solving emergency situations. The psycho
social aspects of automation assume a very important role 
because they affect the basic attitudes of operators in ful
filling the tasks. As mentioned in /33/» this is closely 
associated with their motivation, adaptability and responsi
bility. 

The allocation of functions among the operators, i.e. 
solving the system man - man, is also performed in conformity 
with the task analysis in such a way that the working functions, 
duties and responsibilities are clearly defined. It is desirable 
thet the communications among the operators which «re necessary 
for performing the operations, be minimised. Whenever possible, 
visual communication is preferred to verbal one in order to 
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decrease the danger of misunderstanding. The training of 

operátora should be started with individuals, and only after 

successful handling their tasks is it possible to proceed 

to the training of the coordination of the whole group (team) 

of operators. This should be done on a simulator capable 

of simulating emergency situations in NPSs /15/» /20/. 

The design of adequate Informing and controlling tools 

(dials, displays and CRTs, controllers, their type, number, 

and arrangement in the control room) is stipulated not only 

by standards and safety regulations, but also by ergonomie 

recommendations covering the construction of the control 

room /32/. An expert in the field of the human factor (the 

ergonomlst) should act at least as a consultant in deciding 

whether the volume and kind of the information delivered 

does not exceed under emergency conditions the capacities 

of information channels of individual operators. 

Creation of suitable manuals and procedures, i.e. the 

interface of the system man - control room - computer, neces

sitates precise formulations of required operations (inter

ventions) of the operators on normal and emergency situations 

considered in the design of the HPS. Responses of the control 

room (dials, displays and CRTs) as «ell as of the computer 

to interventions performed must be also well known /15/* 

In parallel with the control room it is advantageous to 

design a UPS simulator which would be intended for training, 

retraining, and testing of operators. This will enable not 

only to cut the simulator design cost but, what is even more 

important, an adequate simulation of all important emergency 

situations. 

2.4 Principal types of operator's errors, their causes and 

consequences for UPS operation 

It should be noted that control of a NPS is not possible 

without man - the operator, and that he in itself is subject 
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to errors. This property of the human being - to be subject 
to errors - Is furthermore dependent on the types of tasks 
performed by the operator and on situational conditions under 
which the tasks are performed. Latest studies /13/ show that 
the causes of operator's errors exhibit only small variations 
and may be divided Into two groups as follows: 

1# Вгуогв dependent^directly^on^the.human^fggtog are 
caused by 

- insufficient capacities of the operator for the given 
profession (unsuitable selection of the profession) 

- insufficient skill and knowledge of the operator (im
proper training) 

- bad motivation for the profession (e.g. "pilot's 
training, steward's wage"/4/). 

2* S££2rg,ŽBS-$Sx_5ííBSÍí25!?;L202£íŽí2SE a r e caused by 

- unsuitable regulations (insufficient adherence to regu

lations, omitting of a certain operation, performing of a cer

tain operation untimely, etc.) 

- unexpected occurence of emergencies 

- inadequate speed of warning signals 

- inadequate information (Initial, back-feeding, fast, 

overly frequent, without any possibility of discrimination, 

with a heavy noise, unsuitable) 

-unsuitable dials, displays and CRTs or controllers 

(inaccessible, too many etc.) 

- inadequate microclimatic conditions. 

The above-mentioned inventory of causes of errors which 

is of course incomplete, iя to be regarded as a list of 
causes which may combine in many ways. For instance, sn inade
quate motivation of the operator may be caused, beyond other 
reasons, by an inadequate conveying of information through a 
large number of dials, displays and CRTs. The classification 
of error causes has stemmed from an analysis performed by 
power station operator, but these causes may occur also in 
association with the errors of IfPS equipment. Furthermore, 



they may Ъв of varioue type IFig- i). Uiaally there ocuur t̂ a 
errors of the operator which do not íeau.Lí ib s failure of. the 

whole system of the power station. This is the case of reversible 

errors- But, if they occur frequently, they con become в tiource 
of irreversible errors leading to failure of the UPS system, 
the failure being caused by the human factor. Even if these 
causes are very rare (such as unqualified operator, sabotage 
oř a suicide), they should be eliminated first of all by a 
suitable selection of the operator, adequate training, as well 
as by designed safety features* The errors of the operator 
may consequentially lead to an emergency shut-down of the 
reactor, forced outage of the NPS, escape of radioactivity, etc. 
It is also important to analyse the tasks and their require
ments on the operators. The tasks of the operator may be 
divided in the following manner /13/: 

- routine tasks, the operator proceeds strictly in accordan
ce with stipulated procedures. In doing this, he alternatively 
receives information and performs adequate reactione using his 
sensomotoric capabilities and memory. These errors are predic
table during the design stage, and they occur when the require
ments imposed by the tasks exceed the capacity of the operator. 
Among the main types of these errors belong omitting, Improper 
performing of an operation, improper sequence of operations, or 
performing an operation untimely. 

- cognitive tasks are presumed to involve decision-making 
processes and checking of the implementation of the decision. 
The operator has to generate alternative solutions (sometimes 
it is done by a computer /23/), and to choice the optimum one. 
The operator acquires the readiness for performing these tasks 
by training. As an example let us mention the control of output 
in the mains. It may be said that here are involved errors 
in using the situational information which contain the reception, 
refusal or a change of an operational procedure whenever other 
reaction has been found as correct. It is unofficially assumed 
that the weak points of manuals (i.e. of written procedures) 
will be bridged across by the decision-making capacities of the 
operator who will use available information. 
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n'd^obtlc teaka (treated at a ^itste 'eng-sn IJ, :-:.•: 
а-в pfteTi associated with the incapability of the opeva' . 
го evaluate properly the situations arisen, or with unue/'taii. V, 
resulting from incomplete information and a time stress, or 
with incapability to rightly evaluate the observed results 
and to envisage unknown factors of developing controlled 
operation of a UPS. 

Л majority of operator's task is of routine character* 
As the procedures in the UPS are only partly algorithmized, 

( decision-making tasks and, especially, the diagnostic ones, 
should be devoted the highest attention* Also the lists of 
abnormal situations In HPSs support the opinion that many 
emergency situations have developed as a consequence of in
sufficient decision-making and diagnostic capabilities of 
the operators /13A 

2.5 Behaviour of WPS operator after initiation of a failure 

Signalling a failure in the control room is accompanied 
by a stress of the operator who is to handle the suddenly 
arisen situation speedily and correctly* Although the solving 
of problems and the decision-making theory form a part of the 
psychology of thinking, this unfortunately treated these 
topics with no regard to the effect of situational conditions 
and, especially, the load* It was Janis and Mann who have 
brought in their decision-making theory a desirable turning 
point /14/; this theory consists of two parts - the model 
of the conflict, and the model of the decision-making process* 
The theory has been applied to stress-involving decision 
making processes by Rollnagel/12/. The author classifies the 
operations carried out by the operator after the initiation 
of a failure ьп follows: 
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1. Anticipated behaviour of the failured ayat an 

1.1 Hormal^routine^gituatioD. The operator haa been pre

pared on ayatem behaviour, he reacts quickly, with routine. 

1.2 Situation^requiring a^higher attention^ The operator 

haa not had available proper corrective action to remedy the 

behaviour of the failured ayatem, but the development proceeds 

aa expected. It may also happen that the operator will not 

react on the situation after finding out that the behaviour 

of the eye tem will not react on whatever he does. 

2. Unanticipated behaviour of the failured system 

2.1 Simple alarm_situgtions. The operator could not anti

cipate the behaviour of the failured section of the ayatem 

even if the behaviour had been considered in the design. The 

operator has at his disposal solutions of such situations. 

In addition, he may consult the manual or the computer. 

2.2 Comjjlex_alarm_situations. The behaviour of the whole 

system could neither be anticipated by the operator, nor has 

it been considered in the design. The operator must carry out 

a diagnostice of the suddenly arisen situation and choose in 

real time the optimum alternative of the corrective action, 

and to accomplish it. 

According to Ho Una gel, the decision-making theory may be 

applied to the complex alarm situation; to be brief, we present 

here in fig.2 (Appendix) the "algorithm" of solving the 

emergency situations by the operator of the UPS. Let us limit 

ourselves to a note to point 2.2 : The anticipation of system 

behaviour development is based on present situation and experi

ence from the last behaviour of the NFS system. 

2.6 Principal required properties of workers employed in WPS 

Each domain of nuclear power, from research to application, 

calls for workers with sufficient knowledge (provided by 

adequate education), skill(either manual skill or the ability 

to apply knowledge), and personal characteristics wherefron 
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i he moet Important is the motivation to the optimum working 
output and the feeling of responsibility. Under the term of 
^responsibility" we understand the capability to act in con
formity with given requirements and standards (regulations) 
having usually the chai'acter of certain duties. Responsibility 
ia the basic property of an individuality and it is closely 
associated with positive attitude to the other people, with 
adequate selfevaluation, sensitive conscience, motivation for 
the optimum output, orientation to the task under development 
(carefulness and precision), the habit to plan the work and 
to finish it in time, the capability of anticipating the 
results and consequences of one в own action, preference to 
accept a mean degree of risk (prudence), strong will to attain 
the optimum working outputs, and with capability and will 
to be concentrated and to have properly arranged needs, 
interests and values. The responsible person must be thoroughly 
prepared for his task (education and practical experience), 
end he must also perfectly know the importance of the task. 
It is nocessary that the responsible person be entrusted with 
euch a function as to ensure a balance between tasks require
ments and his capability of solving these tasks, as well as 
a balance between the responsibility and possibility to de
cide. Otherwise there would be a danger of psychosomatic 
ieeoaee of the worker. 

?,1 Main requirements imposed on power reactor operator 

Ensuring a safe and effective operatic:* of a TIPS requires 
both psychical capabilities and physical constitution of the 
operator. Both these properties are of the same importance. 
Let us limit our attention only to principal prerequisites 
required from the operator and, for the sake of lucidity, 
let us divide them into three groups in the following manner: 
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1# Tbg capability of receiving lnfoxinatlgrî  
- thie involves a sufficient capacity for perception which 

is necessary for identification, differentiation and inter
pretation of information provided by dials, displays, CRTs 
or terminals; it is very important to understand the infor
mation being percepted; quality and accuracy of perception 
may be enhanced by training 

- sufficient resistance to disturbing effects, e.g. in 
isolating the signal from the noise (In case of failure of a 
dial, display or CRT) 

- optimum capability of the operator to anticipate future 
behaviour of the quantities shown on dials, displays and CRTs; 
this involves a very good knowledge of system function. 

- the least scattering of operator's attention, which is 
dependent on the strength of his CNS; this plays the most 
important role in monitoring (normal operation of the HPS) 
and in the course of performing repeating stereotyped checking 
and controlling functions 

- the least shock reactions on unexpected situations; a capa
city is required to quickly handle new situations and to main
tain normal all the functions which are necessary for the safe 
and reliable operation of the UPS 

- optimum resistance to both long-termed and short-termed 
loading: 

under normal operation this requires a capability to main
tain for a long time the functions of all important psychical 
processes and to prevent decreasing of attention, disturbing 
the senaomotoric coordination, impairing adaptability, etc 
(vigilance of rare events), 

in the case of unexpected situations calling for a iast, 
rational and error-free solution 

- such an integrity of the personality as to prevent die-
Integration of personality as a consequence of load; such 
a disintegration шву lead to short-circuited behaviour or to 
incapability to act altogether 
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- optimum tendency to adequate risky action; complex 

alarm situations necessitate to select one intervention 

alternative even if the information available ie incomplete 

- good capability to maintain an optimum level of psy

chical activity in vigilant situations 

- optimum level of stability and adaptability; the 

operator must be sufficiently motivated by his work in 

order to offer a balanced output; on the other hand, he 

must provide sufficient flexibility to changes taking place 

in the system and its environments 

- high resistance against disturbing microclimatic in

fluences 

- concerning the personality, the following features 

should be mentioned: 

absence of anxiety and psychopathological traits, 

emotional atability, 

absence of internal discomfort and stress, 

the capability to work both alone and in a small working 

team, 

optimum long-term working motivation, 

sensibility and adequate response to a danger (con

sequence of system failure), 

responsibility, 

- as regards intellect, let us mention: 

optimum level of reasoning, 

inductive type of thinking (diagnostics of complex 

situations), 

short-term as well as long-term memory, 

high capability of anticipating phenomena and their 

behaviour, 

quick and correct decisions even in the lack of infor

mation (the result of the decision is dependent 

mainly on operator's capabilities, experience and 

training, on the character of the task to be de

cided, on the method of transmitting the information, 

as well as on the time for adopting the decision), 
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- in the group of social traits dvinirtate: 

the capability of cooperating in a team of operators, 

•octal adaptability, 

absence of conflicts both in family and outside, 

- concerning physiological factors, let us mention: 

good healthy condition as early as in selecting the 

person in question intc the profession, 

resistance to physical loading, 

resistance to usual illness (influenza, angina, etc.}* 

3. The capabilitles-of controlling work; 

- perfect sensomotoric coordination in performing the 

interventions using control devices, terminals, etc. 

- perfect communication capabilities in transmitting 

Important information 

- good locomotion, e.g. during quick finding of values 

indicated by dials, displays and CRTs situated in 

various locations and heights of the control room. 

All the capabilities mentioned above are of paramount 

importance and are capable of being determined by means of 

psychodiagnostical methods. 

2.8 Ensuring adequate training of operators of WPS 

Substantially different method of generating electricity 

in NPSs, as compered with convential power stations, imposes 

qualitatively more stringent requirements on the forms of 

selecting and training the operating personnel. In so far as 

power reactor operátore are concerned, it is necessary to 

start from the requirements set by their function /17/: 

- power reactor operator must control the operation of 

the NPS, ensure safety including the effects of radiation, 

control the working laodee of devices and systems serving for 

starting end shutting-down of units, control the operation 

of devices controlled from the control room, and, of course, 

be involved in preventing accidents and handling them, if any. 
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- the operator of a power reactor must have a good command 

of the control, the principle of operation and the baeic pa

rameters of the devices of both the primary and secondary part 

of the HPS, the aequence of starting as «ell as of shutting-

-down of individual devices, functional charta of the primary 

circuit, apatial arrangement of Individual devices, armatures 

and pipings and the operation thereof in a degree stipulated 

by pertinent regulations, and he must be able to remove funda

mental troubles and anomalies which emerge during operation 

- the operator must know how to put into and out of ope

ration the basic and auxiliary devices of the unit, both 

remotely and on the spot, he must be able to keep the moat 

aafe and economic mode of operation, to quickly orientate 

himself if there occur symptome of some anomalies, and to 

adopt an adequate solution, i.e. a measure of removing them. 

A would-be operator of a power reactor must have sufficient 
education (either university education or a secondary school 

oriented on nuclear power engineering), good health and psy

chical properties. Selected applicants are trained together 

for 15 months, wherefrom almost one half of the whole time 

is devoted to general as well as specialised theoretical 

preparation. After 4 months of practical training on a VPS 
they undergo an 8-weeka training on a simulator. The training 

on the simulator consists of the following two sections: 

- theory, making acquaintance with simulator, putting the 

power station into operation, normal full-power operation, 

shutting-down of the equipment 

- theory, non-stationary regimes, diagnostics of failures, 

removing of failures, training of emergency situations. 

After successful termination of the training there follow 

examinations in order to get a licence, the examinations 

being done before an examination board. After this the ap

plicant undergoes another practical training on proper working 

place under professional supervision lasting up to 8 weeks. 

During this, at least one anti-emergency training is carried 

out for the future working place of the operator. The exa

minations are xtpesved once during every two years /17/. 
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2.9 Training on simulator 

A simulator is a very important tool for training the 
operators of HPSe. Its main purpose is to train habits 
of applicants under 

- normal operational conditions when the training is 
common for the whole group (1 working shift); this phase 
is done with the aim of coordinating the actions with other 
personnel of the IPS. In addition, precise expressing of 
orders and receiving hack reports, as well as keeping the 
operational records, are also trained 

- accident and emergency conditions in which case the 
training proceeds with full personnel of the control room, 
every worker performing his own duty; in this case strese 
is put on the coordination of the whole shift during the 
analysis, diagnostics and removal of the abnormal accident 
and emergency states. 

The eimulator-assisted training is intended for both 
new workers end refreshing and deepening the working habits 
of solving emergency states of experienced workers. 

It is beyond any doubt that the simulator is a very useful 
tool when considered from the viewpoint of operational safety 
of NPSs. Its usefulness can be demonstrated by comparing its 
advantages and weak points 
advantages: 
- marked enhancing of the quality of preparation of the 
operators to their examinations 

- the operator learns to understand the behaviour of indi
vidual systems in their interaction and can, without any 
risk, control the reactor in various phases including the 
emergency ones 

- the operator can observe the consequences of his interven
tions and he may even repeat them, giving thereby rise to 
feedback effects of the learning 

- in the course of the theoreticsi preparation the simulator 
may serve to demonstrate the function of various devices 
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- before setting the reactor to work, the operators may he 

thoroughly trained in controlling the reactor in all phases 

coming into consideration 

- it is possible only with the use of a simulator to simulate 

failures, abnormal or emergency states and to teach the 

operators the diagnostics of failures and their removal 

by adequate interventions 

- the operators learn more quickly to withdraw failures 

without any alarm reactions 

- the simulator may be used with advantage to a refreshment 

training 

- the simulator may be used for verifying and preliminarily 

testing advanced methods of control which may be thereafter 

put into practice without any risk 

- new modifications of dials, displays and control devices 

may be tested on the simulator 

disadvantages: 

- the main objection states that practical training on a 

simulator may cause a decrease in the carefulness of the 

operators because an incorrect action on simulator is not 

accompanied by actual accident (this objection may be 

mitigated by an adequate psychical load built into the 

training program) 

- high expenses involved in building and operating the simulator 

3. F o r m i n g t h e a t t i t u d e s o f t h e 

l a i c p u b l i c t o w a r d n u c l e a r 

p o w e r 

3-1 Forming the attitudes of individuals and the public 

Man encounters in his environment various situations which 

he must face; this repeated facing gives rise to experience, 

feelings and tendences which form a relatively lasting system 
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which we call the attitude. Behaviour of an individual depends 

to a high degree on hie attitude. This is of importance, 

because the more attitudes one acquiree, the more decreases 

improvisation in dealing with situations and objects, as well 

as their examining. The behaviour of man becomes to a certain 

measure stereotyped, predictable and consistent, which enables 

to class the individual into a social group. Without permanent 

views, evaluations and tendences common to a certain group, 

the Bocial life we know would not be possible. To be sure, 

this is the positive point of attitudes. But, are attitudes 

right? May they be changed? Bow are they formed? 

Man lives in an intricate world and is referenced to various 

authorities which may be sometimes unreliable. Beyond this, 

the individual is often unable to distinguish between the 

substance and appearance and, if he by himself does not collect 

facts, then he risks an error in judgement. The occurences of 

superstitions, fallacies and predjudices depend on reliability 

of authorities (teachers, newspapers, books, TV, broadcasting, 

etc.), on the volume of experience gathered, and on the extend 

of satisfying man's needs. Man needs to belong to a group in 

which the attitudes form. Everybody is associated with several 

groups and these may have antagonistic attitudes to the same 

thing. Moreover, the attitudes of an individual are formed 

in conformity with his personality which is no ideally inte

grated system. Ae a consequence, an individual may accept 

attitudes which are opposing on account of different authorities, 

membership in various groups and contradictory needs. Under 

the same conditions it is easier to establish a change In 

the same direction (strengthening) than that in the opposite 

direction (weakening) of the attitude. The changeability of 

attitudes depends partly also on Intellectual level of the 

individual. In addition, some individuals seem to possess the 

characteristic trait of convlncingability which constitutes 

access to all kinds of communication needful for convincing. 
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Other individuals are characteristic by "being resistant to 

intentional convincing. It is very difficult to change those 

attitudes which enjoy a strong social support owing to the 

fact that the individual concerned belongs to a group. Whether 

a new information will change the attitude, it depends on 

the situation in which the communication proceeds, the com

municator, communicating means, and on the form and contents 

of the message. 

The information which concerns nuclear safety and which is 

presented to the laic public, possess the following three main 

properties: 

- the probability character 

- the risk character 

- the credibility depends on the communicator 

3.2 Problems involved in receiving and processing of probable 

Information 

People receive and process information in various ways. 

Generally speaking, small probabilities of occurences of a 

phenomenon (e.g. accident of a UPS) are overestimated while 

highly probable cases are usually underestimated. As mentioned 

in /24/, investigation suggests that if an Information does 

not tell much, one tends to overestimate, and vice versa. 

If system components or whole systems (such as in a NPS) 

are mutually independent (if they are distant one from the 

other), then their simultaneous failure has a probability 

given by the product of probability of each component (system). 

On the other hand, /29/ indicates that people take the pro

bability of such a phenomena as a summation of these independent 

effects, overestimating thereby the resulting probability 

of failure. 

Both these probabilities adopted by the laic public (i.e. 

the subjective probability end summation of independent pro

babilities) are related in a way with the fact that pe.ople 
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judge one eerious accident with less tolerance than many small 
accidents, even with the same consequencies of both. This can 
be exemplified on the < -.«rmple of airplane and road accidents. 
Other kind of errors may be brought about by adopting an 
unverified assumption which is in conformity with our experience. 
In other words, we are less ready to question assumptions which 
correspond to our experience от wish, while the other ones are 
thoroughly veiified with the hope of finding their unsub-
stantiation /2/. It has been established /7/ that even in 
percepting relations among effects there occur similar errors 
as in percepting anticipated relations among effects, which 
actually do not exist. 

Why do we believe our suppositions if they are often wrong ? 
Probable cause may be found in the fact that our seneomotoric 

capabilities are very good /29/; underlying this is the long-
-lneting evolution enabling us to process a sensoric information 
without any troubles. We should like to affirm the same about 
the reasoning in information processing. This, unfortunately, 
ie not the case. He, who has catched a tennis ball by cal
culating beforehand its angle of impact on the rocket, tra
jectory, etc., knows well that our analytic capabilities lag 
behind the seneomotoric ones. Man does not seem to have had 
so far sufficient time to develop hie intellectual capability 
which is associated with conceptual uncertainty. Simplifying 
a little, it is p esible to state that man learns usually by 
the trial-and-error method and his experience with the nuclear 
power provides insufficient guarantee for changing his technique 
of learning in case of the errors being too expensive. How to 
avoid it? The pessimists have advised to proceed by sufficiently 
small steps, making it thereby possible to return back on a 
safe side, whereas the optimists have believed that the de
cision-making processes will soon undergo changes. 
Notwithstanding this the solution seems to be associated with 
education tor men's system of recognition is open and it is 
generally valid that the more one knows the more he can recognize. 
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Present situation веете to Incline to the optimistic opinion; 
processes are simulated using computers and there are already 
available satisfactory methods of decision-making analysis. 
This decreases to a minimum prejudice and errors originating 
in forming subjective judgements. 

3.3 Attitude of people to the risk stemming from nuclear deviceB 

Each activity, and even inactivity, represents a risk for 
health and life. There exists no "zero risk". If the risks 
exceed a certain level they should he preferentially eliminated, 
even if it can he expensive. The safety of a system may he 
bought. On the other hand, the more is spent on safety, the less 
is left for combatting the poverty, illnesses or on goods 
and services i.e. on the so-called level of standard which 
makes life valuable for all. 

The risk associated with nuclear power is measured hy moans 
of the following two coefficients: 

consequence phenomenon consequence 
RISK/ /«frequency/ / x quantity/ / 

time unit time unit phenomenon 

and an average individual risk, which is obtained by dividing 
the total risk by the number of persons subjected to the risk. 

Investigations performed so far /26/ show that the Indi
vidual risk of death of the order of 10 J per year is not 
acceptable so that its occurence leads to the adoption of 
principal safety measures. In the case of a risk of the order 
of 1СГ4 people are ready to invest money for its reduction 
(e.g. road accidents), a risk of 10~5 is considered as ac
ceptable (warning eigne are often used), and risks of the 
order of 10 are not assigned a higher importance and people 
take them as unhappy chances. Although the risk associated 

—8 
with nuclear power is lower than 10 , nuclear power encounters 
negative attitudes of some groups of inhabitants toward it. 

Why? And what measure of risk is adequate? 
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There are no simple answers to the questions put above* 

Detailed answers would require a special study which would 

exceed the framework of this report. Nevertheless it is 

possible to provide partial answers: 

The majority of people admits that the society cannot 

avoid any risk. A certain risk is accepted because it yields 

some advantages. But people do not accept risks whose nature 

is not sufficiently known and for which it is difficult to 

set some principal limits /19/* Investigations carried out 

by economists show /5/ that even the decreasing of risk has 

a limit: simultaneously with enormous expenses spent on 

operational safety of NFSs it is necessary to evaluate the 

investment and risks for the employees and the public from 

the manufacture of the safety device in itself. In other words, 

resulting risk does not approach zero but to a risk Involved 

in the production of the safety device. 

People least dissatisfied with nuclear power are usually 

those living in immediate proximity to a NPS, This may be 

attributed to the following two reasons: the NPS offers to 

many of them a working opportunity, usually well paid, and 

secondly, they are in everyday contact with nuclear engineers 

so that they are more objectively informed about the function 

of a NPS and its safety, unlike other groups of inhabitants /11/. 

It is interesting to note that the highest opposition 

against nuclear power has arisen mainly in countries with 

the highest standard of living (USA, Sweden, German Federal 

Republic etc.). On the contrary, there is no opposition in 

the developing countries where people consider nuclear power 

for a means of increasing their living standard /11/. 

Reviewing retrospectively the opposition towards nuclear 

power from I960 (almost no opposition) to 1980 /22/, the 

development may be characterized by the following features: 

- the negative attitude of a great part of the laic public 

has its roots in military misuse of nuclear power towards 

the end of the World War II 
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- smaller groups of the laic public modify their attitudes 
since the sixties and focus their attention on various aspects 
of nuclear power (this reflects partly also the engineered 
safety features incorporated into new NPSs both under design 
and construction /containments, process computers, etc./) 

- it seems now that the attitudes have stabilized and are 
foeussed on the subject matters as follows: 

- proliferation of nuclear weapons 
- storage of spent nuclear fuel 
- safety of nuclear reactors. 

The proliferation of nuclear weapons represents first of 
all a political matter and the light-water-reactor power 
plants used in Czechoslovakia do not come into consideration 
for this purpose, because there are available more simple 
and cheaper methods of their production. In so far as the 
storage of the spent fuel is concerned, this problem is 
theoretically solved and there exists several alternatives. 
Moreover, the problem in itself is not pressing because spent 
fuel is stored in operative storages of NPSs. Рог future ge
nerations this problem will not stand on the first place. 
Concerning the safety of the primary part of the UPS, of all 
the safety-related factors (reactor accident associated 
with penetration of radioactivity into environment, the 
effect of weather on radioactivity propagation, and resulting 
exposition of people) the most important rol» in forming 
the negative attitude towards nuclear power plays the risk 
of radioactivity penetration into environment. It cannot be 
found by human senses and involves a possibility of lethal 
radiation-induced effects (cancer and leukemia) ae well as 
genetic effects. -

The opposition against nuclear power is seemingly directly 
proportional to the standard of living and to the distance 
from UPS or nuclear industry because the greater the distance, 
the greater the lack of objective Information about nuclear 
power plants safety available to the public. 
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3.4 The effect of the communicator on the attitudes of a part 

of the public toward nuclear power 

It is relatively easy to form clear-cut attitudes to 

nuclear power of that part of the laic public which had no 

attitudes and was only superficially informed about nuclear 

power (for instance old people or non-technical students). 

An opposing attitude toward nuclear power can be also easily 

formed in that part of the young population which finds itself 

in the period of psychical revolt. These people do not agree 

with most of values recognized by the society. Many demonstra

tions taking place in western countries show also the social 

aspects of these events: young people usually acquire social 

recognition and respect by acting directly against recognized 

values. Also their prestige in a group grows with the growing 

number of demonstrations in which they participated. 

The kernel of demonstranta against nuclear power consists 

of young people. They usually formulate openly their require

ments of which some may be Justified and can enhance nuclear 

safety. The question is: What is the source of these require

ments? It is again necessary to adopt some simplification. 

Journals suggest three sources influencing the laic public: 

- writers for which creating myths about accidents of tfPSs 

leads to their popularity and profit /11/: in this connection 

it should be added how is it difficult to scientifically dis

prove a myth as something not existing; to exemplify it, let 

us mention the amply read book of W. Patterson "Nuclear Power" 

or a book written by Th.U.Scortia and P.M.Robinson "The 

Prometheus Crisis" 

- recognized non-nuclear authorities who lead their 

scientific authority to a public involvement against nuclear 

power ^.g. in TV) 

- political parties or politicians who know very well how 

is it easy to gain the missing voters. They act sometimes openly, 

sometimes indirectly through journalists, reporters or ectore/3/. 

The above-mentioned sources of unobjective information, and 

individuals with fuzzy attitudes or need to improve their 
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position in the social group are probably the main causes 

of antlnuclear groups originating in the world. 

i 

i 

3.5 Concluding remarks to the formation of objective 

attitudes toward nuclear power 

Ensuring sufficient power is an important component of 
satisfying the needs of the mankind, it conditions economic 

development and rising of the living standard of the society. 

Because nuclear power alone cannot cover the whole energy 

consumption, it is necessary: 

- to look for advanced methods of using the nuclear power 

(fast reactors,thermonuclear synthesis, etc.) 

- to look for other sources of power (geothermal energy, 

sun, etc.) 

- to accomplish a program of power saving. 

Production of any kind of energy is associated with a risk, 

and nuclear power is no exclusion. It is therefore desirable 

to form an objective attitude of the public toward nuclear 

power. This would be useful for two reasons, to say the 

least: 

- the method of power production and the risks Involved 

therein Is not a matter of only an isolated group of specia

lists. On the contrary, it is a matter of the whole society 

- if society has at its disposal objective information 

concerning important tasks of nuclear power plants safety, 

it can become a sensitive indicator of potential errors and 

consequences. 

The TMI-2 accident analysis has been the start of using 

the public to this mission. It has been found necessary to 

answer questions important for the public. It needs to dis

seminate not only nuclear information, but also that which 
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would Ъе adequate to a "broader public. It is also important 
to establish dialog between specialists and laics about 
nuclear safety. 

The public should actively participate in selecting the 
site and in licensing procedure of the HPS /31/. In some cases 
are organised meetings between the public and e.g. the 
operators in order to provide better information for the 
former. Even so is it probable that polemical attitudes 
concerning nuclear safety between nuclear engineers and the 
public will continue. Nevertheless, open discussions will 
strengthen sound and objective attitudes of the public towards 
nuclear power. Only then will it be justified to regulate the 
rate of growth of nuclear industry in conformity with the 
public opinion /11/. 

Access to objective information constitutes a principal 
condition for forming adequate attitudes to nuclear power. 
It will be necessary to disseminate information as soon as 
on elementary schools. Special attention should be devoted 
to professional schools and universities which must prepare 
sufficient number of qualified specialists for nuclear power. 
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5. S u p p l e m e n t 

1 Hormal operation 
of HPS 
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——ejetem or of human—i=?L 
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failure ? 
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Pig. 1 Pictorial representation of the еггогв of the human 
factor, technical system» and their combination which 
may result in a failure (p.12) 
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Pig. 2 The algorithm of solving emergency situations by 
NPS operator (p. 14) 


